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Abstract. This paper presents numerical simulation of unsteady and periodic motion heat and
mass transfer of a highly concentrated granular medium in a coaxial bunker. Mathematical
model with variables vortex-stream functions was developed. Heat and mass transfer in highly
concentrated granular materials at different time steps was studied for Re=0.25 and Pr=10 with
periodically variable density of the heat flow.

1. Introduction
Currently widely are used pneumatic circulating apparatuses for mixing, drying, dosing and conveying
of granular materials at high concentrations of the mixture components. Therefore, the urgent task is
to develop mathematical models that describe the fluid flow, heat and mass transfer in highly
concentrated granular materials.

2. Physical and Mathematical model
This paper present the flow of the dense layer in a plane channel of width H, which represents a
coaxial tube disposed on the inner surfaces of the ribs for to intensify the process of mixing the mass
and maintain the desired temperature (Fig. 1).
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Figure 1. The study area.

The granular medium having a temperature T0, comes from the top in a flat channel with a constant
velocity U0, and then the flow is heated by hot shelves; side walls which are have a periodically
variable density of the heat flow by harmonic law
        Q   
(1)
Where t0 is the period of oscillations of the heat flux at the wall, t is the current time and A – constant.
Experimental and theoretical studies show that for describing the dynamics of the granular medium,
we can use the laws of continuum mechanics [1-2]. In particular, to describe well-highly concentrated
granular medium in a first approximation can be successfully applied by the theory of dynamics of
viscous incompressible flow with the slip condition on the wall. As boundary conditions for a moving
flow we use the condition of partial slip on the wall, which can be written by the form

 C   
(2)

where Us, Un are the tangential and normal components of the velocity vector in the direction to the
wall, n is normal, C – slip coefficient of the medium on the wall, which varies from zero (full slip) to
infinity (the condition of adhesion). Based on the above, the mathematical formulation of the problem
in variables vortex - stream function can be represented as
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O - Prandtl and Reynolds number, which are the matching

parameters in the comparison of calculation results with experimental data [3].
To obtain a unique solution we use the boundary conditions presented in dimensionless form. At the
inlet condition for uy=-1, for stream function we have ȥ=x, ȍ=0 and Ĭ=0. At the outlet for defined
functions we use the Neumann condition ( / y=0). At the left wall of the channel ȥ=0 and at the right
ȥ=const. The values of the vortex on the walls in accordance with equation (3) is determined by the
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decomposition of the flow function in a Taylor series near the wall taking into account the condition
of slip (2). The result is

 Z  Z  
C
 
(6)

 
 C     
Subject to the adhesion of the flow on the wall (ȕ ĺ) we have the condition of the Tom, and with the
full slip of the medium at the wall – ȍw=0. On the remaining walls of the streamlined body we use
conditions full slip (ȕ ĺ0). On the walls of the flat channel value of ȕ is determined from a
comparison of numerical and experimental data. Here, the index w corresponds to the coordinates of
the wall. For the temperature, we use the condition of the no heat flux Ĭ / n  0 , with the
exception of inclined shelves on which conditions are periodic changes of the density heat flow, which
in dimensionless form is
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where, Ho    

- the homochronicity criterion.

Numerical solution of the system (3)-(5) is carried out by the method for establishing of time using an
implicit generalized scheme of alternating directions [4], and to the right-hand side of equation (3) is
added the unsteady member. After finding stationary velocity field is solved the unsteady equation of
heat transfer (5).

3. Results
Fig.2 presents the temperature distribution depending on the time at four points 1-4 for periodic mode
of movement of the granular medium. The graph is shown that the greatest temperature variations
occur near the section A–A (Fig.1) and decrease downstream due to the thermal conductivity and
convective heat transfer. On the same graph it is also possible to observe the initial phase establish the
temperature over time in a given regions, are shown by dots. So for point 1 (Fig.1) exit on periodic
mode is approximately two periods of oscillation for point 2 – four period, and for point 3 to six
periods of the oscillations. The temperature at the outlet of the channel (curve 4) is set in eight
periods, and fluctuations of temperature in this area are completely smooth. Fig.3 and Fig.4 presents
the temperature distribution in the horizontal direction x in the section A–A at different time steps. In
Fig. 4 shows that the smallest temperature fluctuations occur near the plane wall and is increased in
the direction to the ribs.

Figure 2. Temperature distribution of
four points for follow parameters:
Re=0.25; Pr=10; Ho=0.3; A=0.5;
ȕ1=120; ȕ2=0; ȕ3=0.5

Figure 3. Temperature distribution in
section A-A at diferent time steps for
follow parameters: Re=0.25; Pr=10;
Ho=0.3; A=0.5; ȕ1=120; ȕ2=0;
ȕ3=0.5; Point 1 – t/t0=0.126; Point 2 –
t/t0=0.504; Point 3 – t/t0=1.13;
Point 4 – t/t0=2.45
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Figure 4. Temperature distribution
in section A-A at diferent time steps
for follow parameters: Re=0.25;
Pr=10; Ho=0.3; A=0.5; ȕ1=120;
ȕ2=0; ȕ3=0.5; Point 1 – t/t0=3.02;
Point 2 – t/t0=3.09; Point 3 –
t/t0=3.15; Point 4 – t/t0=3.25
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